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Abstract
We propose a mathematical model for learning the high-density areas of an unknown distribution from (unlabeled) random points drawn according to this distribution. While this type of a learning task has not been previously addressed in the
Computational Learnability literature, we believe that this it a rather basic problem
that appears in many practical learning scenarios.
From a statistical theory standpoint, our model may be viewed as a restricted instance of the fundamental issue of inferring information about a probability distribution
from the random samples it generates. From a computational learning angle, what we
propose is a new framework of un-supervised concept learning. The examples provided
to the learner in our model are not labeled (and are not necessarily all positive or all
negative). The only information about their membership is indirectly disclosed to the
student through the sampling distribution.
We investigate the basic features of the proposed model and provide lower and
upper bounds on the sample complexity of such learning tasks. Our main result is that
the learnability of a class of distributions in this setting is equivalent to the niteness
of the VC-dimension of the class of the high-density areas of these distributions. One
direction of the proof involves a reduction of the density-level-learnability to p-concepts
learnability, while the suciency condition is proved through the introduction of a
generic learning algorithm.
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1 Introduction
Identication of high-probability-density areas is a basic step in many real-life un-supervisedlearning tasks. Consider, for example, the identication of high-risk groups in a population:
A physician may wish, on the basis of records of patients eected by some disease, to infer the
attribute values of the subgroups of the population which are at high risk of contracting this
disease. One may assume that the overall distribution of the population over the attributes
space is known to the researcher and serves as a baseline relative to which risk (i.e., the
density of the distribution of sick people) is dened. Note that, in the situation we consider
here, the physician has access to les of sick people only. Consequently, we may view his
data as a sample drawn from the unknown distribution that he wishes to assess { namely,
that of people eected by the disease.
A similar analysis is relevant to a wide range of issues in social studies including the identication of accident-prone drivers (from records of drivers involved in accidents + general
statistics of the entire population) and certain aspects of marketing analysis.
A dierent area in which such tasks frequently arise is pattern recognition. In many
pattern recognition scenarios, one is faced with a large collection of feature vectors, every
one of which characterizes an instance of a class. The classes themselves, as well as the labels
associated with each feature vector are not given. Experience shows that feature vector
which correspond to the same class tend to cluster together, forming high density area in
the feature vector space. A common demand is to identify these clusters and to report their
number, position, size and shape, thereby getting insight to the nature or structure of the
data, DH73]. The identication of high-probability-density areas plays a central role in such
task of classication via clustering.
Yet another relevant scenario arises in computer vision, when one wishes to identify
familiar features in noisy images. A simple but real example may be the detection of straight
object boundaries in the image. The points are not labeled, and the only information about
their membership in a boundary segment is indirectly disclosed to the student through the
sampling distribution.
The methods developed by the pattern recognition and computer vision research communities to handle such problems are usually heuristic and rely on the particular tasks.
Partitions based on graph algorithms, (minimum spanning tree,) for example, are used for
clustering in a feature space DH73]. Methods that look for maximal consistency of a concept
with the data are used for nding the straight edges IK88].
In the context of Computational Learning Theory such tasks fall into the realm of unsupervised learning. It seems that un-supervised learning has, so far, attracted only limited
attention in the Computational Learnability research, mainly under the title of learning
from positive examples.Natarajan Nat91] provides a necessary and sucient condition for
distribution-free learnability from positive examples. This condition is very restrictive and
rules out most of the interesting examples one may wish to consider in Computer Vision or
Pattern Recognition tasks. Kim Kim91], restricts his attention to limited classes of `nicely
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behaving' distributions over Rn and oers an algorithm for learning geometrical objects with
respect to such classes.
From a wider mathematical perspective, the learning tasks mentioned above can all be
viewed as instances of the fundamental problem of inferring information about some unknown
probability distribution on the basis of independent draws from that distribution. In its most
demanding form, one wishes to come up with an approximation of the unknown distribution.
This is a well studied problem in statistics and pattern recognition literature. Some variants
of this fundamental task have been recently investigated in the context of computational
learning theory by Kearns et al KMRRSS94].
The starting point of this work is the observation that, for many un-supervised learning
tasks (including those mentioned above), a much weaker type of information suces. Rather
than attempting to infer an approximation to the unknown distribution, we settle for the
task of learning its high-probability-density areas. Given a `threshold level', r, we ask the
student to infer Dr+ def
= fx : d(x)  rg { the set of all points having probability density
above r (the probability density is, of course, that of the unknown distribution generating
the random examples, and is dened relative to some known basic distribution over the
domain). We call a class, D, of distributions density-level-learnable if there exists a student,
SD , that, upon receiving a nite sample drawn according to some D 2 D and a real number,
r, outputs an approximation to Dr+ (the exact denition of `approximation', as well as the
bounds imposed on the input sample size, are dened later in section 2).
We begin the paper by describing, in section 2, our basic framework of density-levellearnability. That section concludes with a brief comparison of our notion of approximating a
probability density function to more common approaches. Section 3 investigates learnability
in this model and there we establish a suciency condition for density level learnability,
based on the niteness of the VC dimension of an appropriate class.
In section 4 we turn our attention to un-supervised concept learning. Here we wish
to model situations in which the sample distribution displays a step-like behavior { it has
high density inside some `target' area and a low density elsewhere. This is, for example,
the situation in many pattern recognition settings where, ideally, sample points should have
been generated by the target only, but due to noise eects, they occur also in other areas of
the picture, with some lower probability density.
We apply the framework presented before to propose a model of concept learning from
unlabeled examples. The model, learning Without A Teacher, (WAT), reects a situation
in which a student detects (unlabeled) sample points that are randomly generated all over
the scene (inside and outside the target concept). The information about the target concept
comes through a dependence of the generating distribution upon this target. We assume
that for points outside the target the distribution density is lower than a certain threshold
, while inside the target the density exceeds some value  > . The section concludes with
a proof of a sucient VC-dimension condition for learnability in this WAT model.
The last section of this paper is devoted to proving the necessary condition results that
complement the suciency results for learnability in our models. A general result is obtained
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by showing a reduction of WAT learnability to PAC learnability. More concrete samplecomplexity lower bound are derived from basic probability considerations and estimates
for tail probabilities of Bernoulli processes, and by a a reduction of WAT learnability to
p-concept learnability.

2 Learning a distribution by its density levels
We start by presenting the learning framework. Our model of learning is based on some
xed measure space, (X  B ). I.e., X is a domain set, B  2X is an algebra of measurable
sets and  is a probability measure. The measure  is used as a reference, relative to which
the density of the unknown probability distribution (the distribution generating the learning
examples) is dened.
One may think of this measure  as the uniform measure when X is a nite set or as the
Euclidean volume for domains which are bounded subsets of some Rn . In applications such
as identifying high-risk groups in a population,  would typically be the distribution of the
entire population over the attribute space.

Denition 1: Let D be a probability distribution over (X  B) and let d be its density

function with respect to  (we assume that all the distributions, D, discussed are absolutely
continuous w.r.t. ). The r+ -level of D is Dr+ = fx : d(x)  rg:

The task of the student is, given a positive `level', r, to infer the set Dr+ from unlabeled
examples generated independently at random according to the distribution D. To make this
task achievable, the student would also get, as input, a class D of distributions to which the
distribution D belongs1.
Thus, while deviating from the PAC model by considering only unlabeled examples, we do
adopt the basic PAC framework of learning target sets (the sets Dr+ ) from randomly drawn
examples on the basis of some a-priory knowledge { a class to which the target belongs.
We also borrow from the PAC scene the idea of approximate learning. In our setting the
quality of an approximation depends not only an a `size of error' parameter, , but also on
a parameter  measuring the dierence between the true probability density at a point and
its hypothesized value.

Denition 2: A hypothesis, h, is (  )-close to an r+ -level of a distribution, D, if
(fx : x 2 Dr+ h  jr ; d(x)j > g) 
A dierent interesting approach is that of agnostic learning. In an agnostic model no assumption is
made about the membership of the target in the class provided to the student. Rather than asking for a
close approximation of the target, the student is only required to pick a hypothesis which is close to the best
approximation of the target by a member of the class.
1
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In other words, an (  )-close hypothesis may add to Dr+ an arbitrarily large set of
points whose density is below r, as long as this density is not below (r ; ). Similarly, such a
hypothesis may miss any set of points whose density is above r and below (r + ). However,
making mistakes larger then , in assessing the density of a point, is limited to a set of points
of -measure at most .
An alternative way to dene this notion of success is through a loss function.

Denition 3: Let D be a distribution as above and r  0,
(
 For  > 0, let l(x) = 1 if jd(x) ; rj > 
0 otherwise

 Let l1(x) = jd(x) ; rj.
 For h  X , let L(h) = RDr+h l(x)d L1(h) = RDr+h l1(x)d
Note that h is (  )-close to Dr+ i L (h)  . We have chosen to present our results via the
L notion of approximation. It is not hard to verify that their natural variations, dened in
terms of the L1 notion, hold as well.
Having dened our notion of approximation, we now proceed to dene the correlating
notions of a successful student and of learnability, in the spirit of the corresponding denitions
in the PAC framework.

Denition 4: Let D be a family of probability distributions over a domain space (X  B ).
Let m denote a natural number and   are positive real valued parameters.

1. A student is a function from IR+  Sm2IN X m to subsets of X . A student, S , is
(m   )-successful if, for every r 2 IR+ , and for an m-tuple, x, of points in X which
are generated independently at random according to some D 2 D then, it provides an
hypothesis S (r x), which is (  )-close to Dr+ , with probability exceeding (1 ; ).
2. A class D of probability distributions is density level learnable if, for every   ,
there exists a nite m and an (m   )-successful student for D.

3. In the course of this paper we shall freely use variants of the above denitions { xing
some of the parameters and universally quantifying over the unmentioned parameters.
In particular, a class D is (r )-learnable if for every positive  , there exists a nite
m and a function (student) from X m to subsets of X , that upon seeing m-tuples of
points generated by some D 2 D, outputs hypotheses that are (  ) close to Dr+ with
probability exceeding (1 ; ).
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2.1 Density-Levels approximation vs. more common approaches

In this subsection we wish to clarify how the information obtained by a density-level student
relates to more common tools for approximating unknown distributions. The bottom line
would be that density-level approximation is a ne tool that enables the denition of learning
tasks that are strictly weaker (i.e., less informative) than those dened by the other common
methods. We have already mentioned in the introduction that this weakness allows for
the learnability of wider classes of distributions, and still does not hurt a wide range of
applications of un-supervised learning. One should also bare in mind that, as far as lower
bound results go, results in a weaker model of learning readily imply similar results for
stronger models.

Denition 5: Let (X  B ) be a measure space and let FX denote the class of real valued
functions on X the are measurable with respect to B.
1. For f 2 FX let fr+ def
= fx : f (x)  rg.
2. A set, A  X , is (  )-close to fr+ if, (fx : x 2 fr+ A  jr ; f (x)j > g) 
3. Two of functions f g 2 FX are (  )-close if, for all r 2 IR, fr+ is (  )-close to gr+ .
Observation 1:
1. Let D D0 be two probability distributions over (X  B ) and let d d0 be their respective
density functions. If, for some (  ), d is (  )-close to d0, then, for every r, Dr+ and
Dr0+ have a mutual (  )-close hypothesis.
2. If, for every r, hr is an (  )-close hypothesis for Dr+ , then the function f (x) def
= supfs :
x 2 hsg is (  )-close to the density function, d, of D.

In other words, learning to (  ) approximate all the density levels, Dr+ , of a distribution,
D, is equivalent to coming up with a function which is (  )- close to the density function
of D.
We now turn to the comparison of the (  ) notion of Zproximity to the common L1 and
L1 measures. For functions f g 2 FX , let L1 (f g) denote jf (x);g(x)jd and let L1(f g)
X
denote supx2X jf (x) ; g(x)j.

Claim 1:
 If L1(f g)   then, for all , f is (  )-close to g.
 If L1 (f g)  M then, for all   satisfying   M , f is (  )-close to g.
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The other direction of these implications is false. For every positive (  ), there exist (nicely
behaving) density functions f1 g1 f2 g2 such that f1 is (  )-close to g1, f2 is (  )-close
to g2 and, yet, L1 (f1 g1) and L1 (f2 g2) are arbitrarily large.
The main point we would like to note about clain 1 is that both L1 and L1 approximations of the density function d result in a function that is (  )-close to d, this notion
of closeness implies, in turn, that for all r the density levels of the hypothesis function are
(  )-close to the r-density levels of the learnt distribution. In contrast, our model of (r )learnbility enables the separation of certain signicant levels without bothering about the
complexity of the density function in other levels.
As it turns out, most of the results of this paper can be readily extended to apply to
learning density functions in the L1 norm. We stick with the notion of (r )-learnbility
mainly in order to allow for the exibility of caring for only certain signicant density levels
and ignoring the behaviour of the target distributions on all irrelevant levels.

3 Characterizing density level learnability.
The fundamental theorem of PAC learnability, namely the BEHW89] characterization of
learnability, states that the niteness of the VC-dimension of a concept class is both necessary
and sucient for its PAC-learnability. Furthermore, Blumer et al show that for classes having
a nite VC-dimension, any consistent student is successful.
We would like to state an analogous result for learning density levels in the sense described
above. Unlike the traditional PAC-learning framework, once one considers un-supervised
examples consistency becomes a vacuous notion. (Even in the context of learning from
positive examples, where one assumes that all the unlabeled examples belong to the target
concept, once a maximal concept exists in a class, it will be consistent with any given sample).
We shall replace the notion of consistency by a weaker notion that we call (r )-consistency.

Denition 6: Let C be a collection of subsets of a domain set, X , and let A be a nite
subset of X . For positive reals r , and a hypothesis h (i.e. h  X ), we say that h is
(r )-consistent with A relative to C if, for every c 2 C :
jA\cj < r  (c) +
 If c \ h = then
jAj
jA\cj > r  (c) ;
 If c  h then
jAj
The denition comes to state that, as far as elements of C are concerned, h is a conceivable
hypothesis for Dr+ . The idea behind this denition is that A stands for a sample, providing
-good empirical estimates of the D-probability of every member of C .
The main result of this paper is a characterization of the density-level learnability of
classes of distributions in terms of the VC-dimension of their density-level classes. The
result may be viewed as variant of the basic BEHW89] characterization of PAC learnability.
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Here, the notion of the (r )-consistency plays the role of the consistency condition in the
PAC framework. We show that the niteness of the VC-dimension of the density level class is
a necessary and sucient condition for learnability. Furthermore, we show that, for density
level classes having a nite VC-dimension, for every 0    1 there exists an for which
any (r )-consistent student is (  ) - successful.
The proof of the suciency condition is based on the theory of -approximations. This
theory investigates conditions under which randomly drawn samples provide good estimators
for the probabilities of a set of events, simultaneously.
Denition 7: For a measure space (X  B D), a (nite) subset Y X is an -approximation
of D for the class C B if, 8c 2 C , jjY \ cj=jY j ; D(c)j < .
(D(c) denotes the probability of the event c.) It turns out that if a class, C , has a small
VC-dimension, then there are many small -approximations for it. The following theorem is
due to Vapnik and Chervonenkis VC71].
Theorem 1: VC71]] There is a positive constant s such that if C is any concept class of
VC-dimension at most d, and  > 0, then with probability at least 1 ; , a randomly
selected subset of size
N
(d  ) def
= s (d log d + log 1 )
approx

2

is an -approximation of D for C .
We are now ready to prove the suciency part of the learnability characterization, the
necessity part is deferred to section 5.
Theorem 2: Let D be a family of probability distributions over some domain space
(X  B ). Let CDlev denote the class of all r+-levels of members of D, i.e.,
CDlev def
= fDr+ : D 2 D  r 2 IRg:
1. If VC-dim(CDlev) < 1, then D is density level learnable.
2. Furthermore, for any  and r, let
 def
Cr
= fDr+ n Dr0+; : D D0 2 Dg  fDr++ n Dr0+ : D D0 2 Dg
and let k denote its VC-dimension, then for 0 <  < 1 if a sample of size at least
m = Napprox(k  =4 ) is drawn at random according to some D 2 D then, with
probability exceeding 1 ; , any hypothesis h 2 fDr+ : D 2 Dg which is (r  =4) , is (  )-close to D+ .
consistent relative to Cr
r
Proof: First, note that part 2 of the theorem implies part 1. That is because, using
 )  2l log l. We
standard VC calculation arguments2 if VC-dim(CDlev) = l then VC-dim(Cr
therefore proceed to prove part 2.
The argument that Dudley, D84], uses for the calculation of the dimension of classes of intersections are
applicable here as well.
2
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The proof is in two parts. First, we show that if a sample is an -approximation for Cr
then any suciently consistent hypothesis in fDr+ : D 2 Dg is (  )-close to Dr+ . Then we
show that with such a sample, there exists some hypothesis that is suciently consistent
(namely, the true target, Dr+ ). Therefore, the (r  =4)-consistency criterion fails to provide a
satisfactory hypothesis only if the sample is not an -approximation, an event of probability
at most .
 First, note that a hypothesis, h, is (  )-close to Dr+ i (Dr++ n h) + (h n Dr+; )  .
Let us show that a hypothesis, h, as assumed, satises (Dr++ n h)  =2 (the other
half needed to prove the in equation is proved similarly). Let h be a hypothesis in
 . If A is a
fDr+ : D 2 Dg. Note that, for the target distribution, D, Dr++ n h 2 Cr
random sample drawn according to D then, by theorem 1, jAj > m implies that, with
probability exceeding (1 ; ),
jA\(Dr++ nh)j
jAj

 Prob(Dr++ n h) ;  =4
 (r + )(Dr++ n h) ;  =4 = r(Dr++ n h) + (Dr++ n h) ;  =4:
If, by way of contradiction, (Dr++ n h) > =2, then substituting =2 for (Dr++ n h)
+
in the second term to the right of the equation sign above implies that jA\(DjAr+j nh)j 
r(Dr++ n h) +  =4, contradicting the (r  =4)-consistency criterion for h.

 We still have to show that such a student has a non-empty set of suciently consistent
hypotheses to choose from. This follows directly, however, from our choice of =  =4
and from the denition of (  ) consistency, if the target T = Dr+ itself is taken as the
hypothesis.

Note that the (  )-consistency criterion depends not only upon the the given examples, but also upon `examples that are not given'. It will reject any concept that contains
suciently large areas having too few examples in them.
Interestingly, the sample size is roughly proportional to the intuitive tradeo between
the two measures of accuracy,  and . Given a xed number of available examples, one
can decide whether to invest them in reducing the density uncertainty associated with the
density level or in the corresponding `spatial' uncertainty.
Remark: This paper does not consider the calculation of the VC-dimension for r+ -level
classes corresponding to commonly used densities. It seems however, that simple density
families elicit simple density levels classes. The r+ -level of a Gaussian is an ellipsoid, and
the class of ellipsoids, or more generally polynomial sets has a nite VC-dimension D84].
The commonly used class of linear combinations of (k) Gaussians in IRn is more complicated
as the r+ -levels are not polynomial anymore. Nevertheless, the theory of fewnomials, which
generalizes the topological properties of polynomials to other simple functions K91], together
with the technique developed in BL93], imply that the VC-dimension is nite (see also
KM95]).
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4 Un-Supervised Concept Learning
So far we have been following the approach that views the example-generating distribution
as the primal target of learning process. A dierent approach, prevalent in the context
of supervised learning, views subsets of the domain as the target to be learnt, and uses the
distribution as just a source of information and as means for measuring the success of a given
hypothesis. This is, for example, the attitude underlying the denition of the PAC model.
In the PAC model, not only that the targets to be learnt are subsets of the domain, but the
secondary role of the example-generating distributions is emphasized by the `distribution
- freeness' assumption, i.e. the requirement that successful learning of any given target
should occur regardless of the choice of the distribution. It seems that existing models of
un-supervised learning do not share this view. As far as we can tell, the only framework of
un-supervised learning which, in some sense, may be viewed as aiming at learning subsets
of the domain is the task of clustering.
In this section we shall introduce an un-supervised model that shares the PAC model
approach of viewing domain subsets as the primal targets and of requiring that the student
be able to gure out the right target subsets as long as the example-generating distribution
belongs to a certain class of legal distributions.
Our learning task is to gure out a target subset of the domain from (unlabeled) examples
generated by any distribution that has a lower-bound on its density inside the target and
some strictly lower upper-bound on the density of the distribution in the complement of the
target.
We shall apply our density levels learnability results to prove that the niteness of the
VC dimension of a class suces for its un-supervised learnability in this new model. Then,
in the next section, we shall derive lower bounds on the sample size needed for such learning.
Theses lower bounds imply that the niteness of the VC dimension of a class is also a
necessary condition for its learnability in this model.

Denition 8: Let C be a collection of measurable sets in a domain space, (X  B ) (i.e.,
C  B), let   be real numbers such that 0   <  .
 A probability distributions D is (  ) - sound for C if there exists some c 2 C such
that D+ = D+ = c.
 An (  )-student is a function from Sm2IN X m to subsets of X . A student, S , is
(m  )-successful for a class C if, for every probability distribution D which is (  )sound for C , given an m-tuple, x, of points in X which are generated independently at
random according to D, it provides an hypothesis S (x), which is -close to D+ , with
probability exceeding (1 ; ). (By 'h is -close to c` we mean that the -measure of
their symmetric dierence is at most ).

 C is (  )-learnable if there exists an (  )-student S , such that for every  2 (0 1)
for some nite m, S is (m  )-successful for C .
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 WAT-learnable if C is (  )-learnable, for every 0   <  .
The WAT learning framework is motivated by some practical problems in pattern recognition and computer vision. The scenario we have in mind is that of a target object that,
ideally, should have been the only source of data points, but some disturbance, or noise,
generates misleading data in other parts of the scene as well. Another practical example
is the detection of edge points in a noisy image, when viewed as a binary random sample.
Typically in such images the density of the detected points is high in the vicinity of the
true edges but it sharply drops in places farther o. The identication of high-risk groups
in a population (as discussed in the introduction above) in cases where some factors sharply
increase the investigated risk is one more setting of a similar nature.
It should be noted that WAT learning is a special case of density-level learning. Namely, a
class C is (  )-learnable (in the WAT sense), if and only if, every class of distributions that
are (  )-sound for C is (r ) - learnable in the density-level sense, for r = +2    = ;2  .
In particular, WAT-learnability of a class C is implied by the density-level learnability of
the class of all distributions which are (  )-sound for C , for some 0   <  .
From the PAC point of view, WAT learnability may be regarded as distribution-free
learnability from positive examples that are generated by a classication-noise source. More
concretely, let D be a probability distribution which is (  )-sound for C and let d denote
its density relative to the underlying distribution, . A sample generated by the distribution
D may be viewed as the collection of the positive examples generated by rst drawing a
point x 2 X according to  and labeling it according to its membership in some target
concept c 2 C , then inverting its label randomly with probability d(x) if the label was 0 and
with probability 1 ; d(x) if the label was 1 and nally outputting only the positively labeled
sample points.
There are some dierences between this 'noisy-PAC` scenario and the common PAC
classication-noise model (see, for example, AL88]). First we assume that the student
receives, as input, only positively labeled examples (rather than revealing to the student
all the drawn examples and providing him their labels). The second dierence is that we
allow the noise to depend upon the drawn example (rather then having a xed probability of
inverting the label of any sampled point). Finally, one should also note that, in our case the
underlying distribution, , is xed, and may therefore be viewed as `known to the student'.
This known distribution denes the measure relative to which the quality of the student's
hypothesis is dened (but the distribution that generates the examples has an unknown noise
component on top of this ). In the distribution-free PAC scene, the distribution relative to
which the distance between a hypothesis and the target is dened is the distribution that
generates the examples and it is unknown to the student.
The relation between the complexity of learnability in this un-supervised model and
learnability in the common PAC scenario is not simple: In the un-supervised scene, the examples are not labeled, implying that the student gains `less information' from each example
he sees. Indeed, lemma 2 below states that if a class is 'learnable without a teacher' then it
11

is also PAC learnable. On the other hand, when the target concept is relatively small, a PAC
student may see, even after viewing considerably large samples, only few positive examples.
In such a case he may conclude that the target has low probability, but is left with very little
information regarding its identity. In the WAT framework, as all members of the sample
the student gets are positively labeled, he is guaranteed to see many positive points when
he views large samples. Consequently, when dealing with targets having a small probability
weight, the restriction we make, to distributions concentrating over the target, may give the
un-supervised student an edge over the PAC learner.
The suciency of the niteness of the VC-dimension of a class for its WAT learnability
is a straightforward consequence of theorem 2 above.

Lemma 1: Every concept class that has a nite VC-dimension is learnable without a

teacher.

Simply applying theorem 2 gives the sucient number of examples for (  )-learnability.

Corollary 3: Consider the concept class C . If d = V Cdim(C ) < 1, then for every 0 <  <
 0 <  < 1 and sample size at least Napprox(2d log d 81 ( ; )  ), (( +  )=2 18 ( ; ) )consistent hypothesis relative to the dierence class C  = fc n c0 : c c0 2 Cg is -close to the
target with probability at least 1 ; .
Proof:

Apply Theorem 2, for r = ( +  )=2 and  = ( ; )=2. Observe that for
(  )-distributions and for these values of r and , an (  )-close hypothesis (to Dr+ ) is also
-close to Dr+ in the PAC sense.
In the next section we show that the niteness of the VC-dimension of a class is also a
necessary condition for its WAT learnability.

4.1 A comparison to a common signal detection technique

Those who are familiar with common engineering techniques for signal detection may ask
whether this well established theory can be applied also here, to detect high density regions.
In Appendix A we examine the most common detection tool, namely the matched lter, in
the context of data provided through (  )-distributions. We show that while the matched
lter performs well for a restricted class of concepts, it may fail for some general concept
classes.

5 Sample-Complexity Lower Bounds
So far we have established only an upper bound on the number of examples sucient for
density level learning and un-supervised learning. We have shown that the niteness of the
VC-dimension guarantees learnability in these models.
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We now turn our attention to the issue of lower bounds on the sample complexity of these
learning tasks. Here, we show that the niteness of the VC-dimension is also necessary for
learnability and provide explicit lower bounds on number of needed examples. We consider
only the un-supervised learning model. Recalling that this model is a special case of density
level learning, both the necessary condition and the sample-complexity lower bound readily
hold for the density-level-learning model as well.
We start by constructing a crude reduction from the un-supervised learning model to
the PAC learning model. As was already mentioned in the previous section, the exact
relations between the sample complexities of learning in these two models are not clear.
Nevertheless the reduction allows us to apply the sample complexity lower bound, derived
for the PAC model ( BEHW89]), to infer a lower bound on the sample complexity of unsupervised learning. While this bound conrms that the VC-dimension indeed characterizes
un-supervised learnability, it does not reect the details of the dependence of the sample
size on the parameters of our models. To clarify these issues, we go on to derive, from rst
principles of probability theory, a second, rened, lower bound.

Lemma 2: Let C be a concept class over (X  B ). If, for some 0   <  , C is (  )-

learnable with m(  )-many examples, then it is PAC (  )-learnable with respect to the
xed distribution , with O( m() )-many examples.

Proof:

A PAC student receives labeled examples generated randomly according to . By ignoring
the negative examples he is left with examples generated according to a distribution that has
density 0 outside the target concept, T , and density (1T ) inside the target concept. Noting
that any (  )-distribution for a target T must satisfy   (1T ) , we may conclude that
the distribution of positive examples generated by  is (  ) sound for C , for every target
concept T 2 C .
Ignoring some of the examples does not add information, we may therefore invoke the
(  ) learnability of C and conclude its PAC learnability from suciently many positive
examples.
To conclude the proof, we should now just compute how many -generated examples are
needed to guarantee, with high enough probability, that at least m of them are positive. A
straightforward calculation shows that O(m=(T )) suce.
Therefore, as a PAC student may ignore concepts of -weight below , O(m= )-many
-generated examples suce for PAC (  )-learnability.
Combining this lemma with the BEHW89] necessary condition for PAC learnability,
complements lemma 1 to provide an un-supervised variant of the basic BEHW89] characterization of PAC learnability.

Theorem 4: A concept class is learnable without a teacher i it has a nite VC-dimension.
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As a necessary condition for WAT learning is also necessary for density-level learning, we
can now complement theorem 2 to conrm that the diculty of learning density levels is
indeed determined by the VC-dimension of the arising level set classes. Formally,

Theorem 5: Let D be a family of probability distributions over some domain space
(X  B ). Let CDlev denote (as in theorem 2) the class of all r+ -levels of members of D. Then,
D is density level learnable i VC-dim(CDlev) < 1.
The lower bound provided by the reduction to the PAC framework does not relate,
however, the required sample complexity to the    parameters (or to the   parameters).
It is only natural to expect that, the smaller and ( ; ) get, the harder the learning task
should become.
In the following lines, we relate the necessary number of examples required for learning to
the common statistical problem of calculating the tail probabilities of binomial distribution.
Let fxigni=0 (xi 2 f0 1g) be a sequence of i.i.d. binary random variables. For any 0 
q < p  1, let LB (p q ) denote the minimal sequence length, n, required to guarantee
that, with condence level 1 ; , when the xi's are generated by the BernouliPn p distribution
1
(i.e., the distribution dened by prob(xi = 1) = p), the statistics p^ = n i=1 xi, is higher
than than q. Simon S93] proves that, if m < LB (p q ) then no function of the variables
(x1 : : :  xm) can distiguish, with probability greater than (1 ; ), between the case where
the xi's are generated by the Bernouli-p distribution and the case where they are generated
by the Bernouli-q distribution.
In the appendix we prove the following lemma, using standard techniques from information theory.

Lemma 3:



!

LB (p q ) = p(p(1;;qp)2) log 1 :
To obtain our next lower bound, we shall apply the following non-asymptotic version of
this lower bound on tail probabilities. The lemma was communicated to us by Dichterman
D95].

Lemma 4: Dichterman]



; p)
LB (p q = 0=05)  p(1
p;q

!2

.
Now, we may prove the following lower bound on the sample complexity required for (  )learnability.

Lemma 5: For any 0   < 1=2,  = (1 ; ), and > 0, if C has at least two elements
that are distinct and have a non-empty intersection
 2 then (  )- learning of C with accuracy
and condence > 0:98 requires at least 21


 ;
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many examples.

Proof:

Pick s t 2 C and points a b c 2 X such that a 2 s \ t, b 2 s n t and c 2 t n s.
Dene the underlying distribution  by setting (a) = (1 ; 2 ), (b) = (c) = , and
(X n fa bg) = 0.
We shall now dene a pair of distributions, fDs Dt g, that are both (  )- sound for
C and require the lemma's sample size to distinguish between them. Ds is dened by the
following density function (with respect to )
If x 2= fb cg then
ds (x) = 1
If x = b then
ds (x) = 
If x = c then
ds (x) = :
and Dt is dened analogously by switching b and c. By the above result of Simon and lemma
4, no student can distinguish
  2 between Ds and Dt with probability greater than 0:95 without
examining at least ; many examples in the set fb cg. The lemma now follows by
noting that, as for both Ds and DT the probability of hitting this set is exactly 2 , at least
0:4 of the randomly generated samples of a given size, m, will hit it no more than 2 m many
times.
Note that this bound conveys the intuition that the learning task should be harder as the
sample densities,  outside versus  inside the target, get closer together.
We shall conclude this section with yet another lower bound result. This last result has
the advantage of showing that the task of WAT learning a class C gets harder as the VC
dinmension of C grows. Its weak side is that it is an asymptotic result and that it applies
only when the dierence ( ; ) is below some constant, 0.

Lemma 6: There exists a positive constant 0 < 0 < 1 such that for every concept class
C and any number d below the VC dimension of C , whenever  and ( ; ) are all below
1
for (  )- learning of C with accuracy and
0 and ( + )=2 = 2 , then any algorithm

d
condence (1 ; ) requires (;)2 many examples.
We prove this lemma by reducing the task of WAT learning a class of sets to the task
of learning an associated class of probabilistic concepts, and then applying a lower bound
of Simon S93] on the sample size of p-concepts learning. For the relevant denitions of
p-concept learning and the related notions of -shattering and the dimension dC ( ) we refer
the reader to the papers of Kearns and Schapire KS90] and of Simon S93].
Proof: Given a class C of sets over a domain (X  B ) and a parameter 0 < < 0:5, we
dene a class of distributions, DC = fDt : t 2 Cg. Each distribution Dt is dened by setting
its density function (w.r.t. ) to be dt (x) = 0:5 + for every x 2 t and dt(x) = 0:5 ; for
every x 2= t.
The following claims follow immediatly from the relevant denitions:

Claim 2: The -shattering dimension of the class of density functions, dD ( ) (where
DC0 = fdt : t 2 Cg), equals the VC dimension of the class C .
0
C
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Claim 3: If h  X is -close to some t 2 C then the function fh, dened by fh(x) = 0:5+
for every x 2 h and ft(x) = 0:5 ; for every x 2= h, is an (  )-good model of probability
for the density function dt.

Claim 4: If C is (0:5 ;  0:5 + )-learnable (in the WAT sense) from m many examples
with accuracy and condence (1 ; ), then the class of density functions DC0 is learnable in
the p-concept sense with an (  )-good model of probability from m+ many examples, where
m+ is the number of examples needed to guarantee that at least m of them are labeled 1 by
the target P-concept.
The proof of our lemma now concludes by applying the following Theorem 3.1 of Simon
S93]:

Theorem 6: Simon] Let C be a p-concept class. Assume that   1603 and  0 for
a suciently small constant 0 < 0 < 1 (not depending onC ). Then
 any algorithm A which
d
(
)
;
1
examples.
learns C with an (  )-good model of probability needs
2
C

Note that all the above lemma imply similar lower bounds on the more general task of
(  ) density level learning.
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7 Appendix A: Matched ltering as a learning criterion
We have shown here that (r )-consistency relative to an appropriate set, is a reliable rule
for drawing hypotheses from unclassied examples. It would be interesting to compare the
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proposed method to more intuitive and traditional methods. The most intuitive heuristic
would be to choose the concept which contains the maximal number of examples. This
approach, however, will be biased towards large concepts and will completely fail when nested
concepts (c1 c2) are considered. An attempt to eliminate this drawback by normalizing
the number of examples included in each concept by its measure, and choosing a concept
that maximizes this empirical density ^( c) = jx(\cc)j , may also fail, as concepts that are subsets
of the target may have the same density or even higher. One way to eliminate this problem
is to restrict the concept class to contain only concepts that have the same measure.
Such approaches are indeed ecient practical approaches in a somewhat dierent, yet
similar, context: the detection of signals in noise, where they is called \correlation detector"
or \matched lter" Pap84]. There, one gets an input which is either a known signal corrupted
with additive, stationary, zero-mean noise, or just the noise itself, and wishes to decide
whether the signal is present. It turns out that in a certain sense, (when one restricts
himself to linear operators), the decision procedure which will give the lowest error rate is
to take the inner product of the noisy signal and a test signal, and to compare it to some
threshold which depends on the noise. It is not dicult to prove (by Schwartz inequality),
that for all signals with the same energy, the expected value of this inner product is maximal
when the test signal is identical to the original clean signal.
In the context of randomly drawn examples, one may regard the ( = 0  = 1=(T ))distribution as the clean signal, and any (  )-distribution, for 0 <  <  < 1=(T ), as a
noisy signal.
We can now show that maximizing the empirical density is indeed a good strategy for
learning equi-measure concept classes and (  )-distributions are considered. It is not a
good strategy however, for the more general concepts classes considered here.
Theorem 7: Let C be a nite VC-dimension concept class in a measure space (X  B ).
1. If, 8c 2 C  (c) = 0, then, any student which takes at least Napprox(d 21 ( ; ) 12 )
samples, and maximizes the empirical density ^(c) is (  )-successful for every (  )distribution.
2. If c1 c2 2 C and c1 c2, then any student which maximizes the empirical density may
fail for certain (  )-distributions.

Proof:

The probability of a sample to fall inside any concept c, for which (T c)  and
(c) = (T ) = 0, is at most (0 ; ) + . Taking the number of samples specied in the
theorem, ensures with high condence 1; , that the sample set is an 21 ( ;)-approximation
and that all -far hypotheses have lower empirical density that the target itself.
On the other hand, consider the following (  )-distribution, valid when c1 c2.
If x 2 c1
then D(x)  1(x)
If x 2 c2 n c1 then D(x) = 2(x) (2 < 1)
If x 2= c2
then D(x)  (x)
18

Clearly, even if T = c2, a student which maximize the density may choose c1 as the hypothesis.
Thus, using the \matched lter" approach, the student requires a lower sample complexity
but can learn only more restricted concept classes. This drawback is usually not signicant
in the signal detection context, where a xed-length data vector is often considered.

8 Appendix B: a lower bound on the tail probability
For completeness, we derive here, using standard statistical techniques, a lower bound on
the number of examples required to achieve a reliable probability estimate. A similar results,
derived using dierent tools, may be found in CEG93].
Lemma 7: let fxigni=1 be a sequence of i.i.d. binary random variables. (Probfxi = 1g = p).
The size, n, of the sequence,
required to guarantee, with condence of 1 ; or higher, that
P
1
n
the statistics p^ = n i=1 xi is higher than q < p is asymptotically, LB (p q ) = p(p(1;;q)p2) log 1 :
 
Proof: Using the known results on the number of typical sequences, nk = 2nH (k=n), the
probability Probfp^ < qg can be estimated as follows:
X n  k
Probfp^ < qg =
p (1 ; p)n;k
k
k<nq
:= X 2nH (k=n) 2k log p+(n;k) log(1;p)
=
=



k<nq

X

k<nq

X

2n nk (log p;log nk )+(1; nk )log(1;p);log nk ]
2;nD( nk kp)

k<nq
2;nD(qkp)

(1)
where D(qkp) = q log pq + (1 ; q) log 11;;pq is the divergence between the two Bernoulli distributions, one associated with probability q and another with probability p. Requiring
Probfp^ < qg < , implies that
(2)
n  D(q1kp) log 1
Using the convexity of the logarithmic function, we get
;q
D(qkp) = q log pq + (1 ; q) log 11 ;
p
" 2
#
2
< log qp + (11;;qp)
"
2#
(
q
;
p
)
= log 1 +
p(1 ; p)
2
< p(q(1;;pp) ) 
(3)
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which implies the lemma.
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